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2 claim. 

This invention relates to combinedilash lights 
and testers’ and has for an object to provide a 
flash light having a contact for testing cartridge 
fuses and bulbs of low voltage such as Christmas 
tree ornaments and other bulbs. 

A‘further object is to provide a device of this 
character which may be combined with the con 
ventional switch of a flash light so that a fuse 
or bulb may be tested by simply placing one ter 

» minal thereof against the contact and the other 
terminal thereof against the casing of the flashl 
light, the flash light bulb lighting if the fuse or 
bulb being tested is in good working order. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

' a device of this character which will be formed 
of a few strong simple and durable parts, which 
will be inexpensive to manufacture, and which 
will not easily get out of order. 
With the above and other objects in view the 

invention consists of certain novel details of con 
struction and combinations of parts hereinafter 
fully described and claimed, it being understood 

. that various modifications may be resorted to 
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within the scope of the appended claims without 
departing from the spirit or sacrificing any of 
the advantages of the invention. 
In the accompanying drawing forming part 

o_f this specification, ‘ _ 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal sectional view 

through a flash light equipped with an addi 
tional contact for testing fuses, small bulbs and 
the like. Y 

Figurel 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of a 
flash light in which a testing contact is assemm 
bled with the conventional switch of the ñash 
light. 

Figure 3 is a detail sectional View of the flash 
light and illustrating the testing of a small bulb. 

Figure 4 is a detail perspective view of an insu 
lating‘strip. . ’ ' 

Figure 5 is a detail perspective view oi' the test 
er electrical conductor bar. ` 
Figure 6 is a detail perspectivev view ofthe rivet 

for assembling the testerconductorvbar with the 
conventional switch of the flash light. i 

Figure 'I is a perspective view of the insulating 
bushing in which the rivet is mounted. 

Figure 8 is a perspective view of the conductor 
bars of the tester and switch shown in Figure 2. 

Referring now to the drawing in which like 
Y >characters of reference designate similar parts 
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in the various views,- IIl designates a conventional 
flash light casing, II flash light cells, I2 the flash 
light bulb and I3 the flash light switch, these 
Aparts being conventional. _ 

(Cl. 175-183) 
~ Ín carrying out the invention a tester conduc 
tor bar Il is insulated from the ñash light casing 
by means of an insulating strip I5 and is con 
nected at the lower end to _a testing contact I6 
which may be a rivet passing through the flash 
light casing and insulated therefrom by a bushing 
I1. 'I'he upper'end of the conductor bar is lbent 

laterally, as shown at I8, to engage with a con 
ductor bar I9 which is supported by an insulating 
disc 20 and engages the metal socket 2l which re 
ceives the flash light bulb I2'. 
To test a cartridge fuse 22 one terminal of the 

fuse is placed against the testing contact I6 while 
the opposite terminal is placed against the casing 
I0 of the flash light thereby closing the flash 
light »bulb circuit which may be traced from the 
battery to the center contact 23- of the bulb, 
socket 2i , conductor bar I9, tester conductor bar 
I4, and tester contact I0,through the fuse to the 
casing which is grounded as usual to one pole of 
the lowermost battery. Thus if the fuse is good 
the flash light bulb will be illuminated and indi 
cate that the fuse is in good working order. . 
As shown in Figure 3 if a small bulb 24 is to 

be tested the outer contact 25 of the bulb may 
be placed against the tester contact IB and the> 
center contact v2B may be placed against the cas 
ing I0 of the flash light whereupon the circuit ' 
just traced will be closed ii' the lamp is in good ' ' 
working order and the flash light bulb I2 will 
be lighted. 
As shown in Figure 2 the testing contact may 

be assembled with the conventional switch I 3 of 
the flash light and for this purpose a relatively 
long conductor bar 21 is mounted on an insulat 
ing strip 28 and both the strip and the bar are 
connected to a tester contact 29 which may be 
in the form of a 'rivet which extends through an 
insulating bushing 30 and insulates the contact 
from the casing I0 of the flash light. , 

'I'he upper end of the conductor bar 21 is slid 
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ably fitted against an upturned tongue 3l pro- . 
. jecting from a conductor bar 32 that is supported 

, upon the insulating disc 20 of the flash light and 
_ engages the metal socket 2i. that receives the 
flash li'ght bulb I2.  
When the switch I3 is in on position the con 

ductor bar '£1I will be in engagement with the 
i tongue 3|. A cartridge fuse It may be tested by 
placing one terminal thereof against the testing 
contact 29 and the other terminal against the' 
casing Ill of the ñash light. If the cartridge is 

- in good working order it will close the flash light 
circuit and the flashlight bulb I2 will be lighted, 
but if the fuse is' not in good working order, the ‘ 55 
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ñash light circuit will not be closed and the ilash 
light bulb will not be lighted thus indicating that 
the fuse ls burned out. 

It will be observed that when the testing con 
tact 29 is assembled with the conventional switch 
it does not interfere in any manner with the 
normal operation of the ilash light as a ilash 
light since the conventional conductor bar 34 of 
the conventional switch is insulated from thev 
tester conductor bar 2'I‘I _by the strip of insula 
tion 28 and may be moved to closed circuit posi 
tion against the conventional tongue 35 on the 
conductor bar 32 by sliding the switch I 3 in ‘the 
usual manner forwardly or may be moved to open 
circuit position by sliding the switch Ii rear 
wardly in the usual manner, in either case the 
conductor bar 21 sliding'as a unit with the switch 
and by virtue of its length always remaining in 
closed circuit position in contact with the tongue 
3| of the conductor bar 32. 

It will be pointed out that when testing some 
bulbs 24 the bulbs 24 will light instead of the bulb 
I2, and when testing other bulbs I24 the bulb I2 
will light depending upon the type of bulb being 
tested. When testing ñash light vbulbs and radio 
pilot bulbs both the bulb 24 and the bulb I2 will 
light. v y 

` From the above description it is thought that 

the construction and operation of the invention 
will be fully understood without further explanaf 
tion. » 

What is claimed is: . 
' 1. The combination with a portable flash light 

having a casing, a light circuit, and a switch in 
the circuit having an operating button slidably 
mounted on the side of the casing intermediate 
the ends of the casing, of an insulated conductor 
slidably mounted in the casing and connected in 
closed circuit position in the light circuit both in 
the “on” and in the "otl'" positions o1' the switch, 
and an insulated test terminal connected to the 
conductor and projecting through the button, 
said test terminal having an uninsulated i'ree end 
forming a contact exposed exteriorly of the but 
ton, the arrangement being such that the lamp 
circuit is closed when the terminals of an opera, 
tive lamp or fuse to be tested ‘are brought respec 
tively into contact with the casing and with the 
contact. ~ 

2. 'I'he structure as recited in claim 1 in which 
the test terminal consists o! a rivet performing 
the dual function of securing the conductor to 
the button and forming an exposedvcontact exte 
riorly of the button. 

‘ CHARLES E. FORTINE. 
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